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For a dynamical system k= Ax+ 6, where A is a constant real n x n matrix and b is an n-vector, 
there is special interest in the existence of a constant asymptotically stable attractor trajectory in 
the positive orthant of II?“. For certain patterns of signs of entries (+ , - , or 0) in A and 6, such 
a trajectory always must exist, regardless of the magnitudes of those entries. This paper describes 
all such patterns in terms of digraphs. Applications to nonlinear systems and ecosystem odels 
are also mentioned. 
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0. Introduction 
We consider the linear system 2= .4x+ 5, where A = [Qij] is a constant real n x n 
matrix and b is a constant real n-vector. For example, A might be the community 
matrix of an ecosystem with n species or compartments, and t, the vector of external 
energy inputs. In this case, the differential equation describes the linearized 
behavior of the system about some paint and each component xi(t) of the solution 
vector x(t) gives the predicted biomass in species or compartment i at time t; the 
matrix entry aij represents he (linearized) effect of the level of Xi(t) on the level 
Of Xi(t). 
If the matrix A is invertible, then the system 2= Ax+ k, llas a unique equilibrium 
trajectory x(t) =R given by the constant solution 2= -A - ‘b. If it further happens 
that each positive trajectory of the system converges to 2 (that is, for each solution 
x, x(tj-2 as t-+=), then the equilibrium 2 is said to be asyrnptoticaliy stable. In 
many models, negative values of the components Xi(t) do not correspond to reality 
and there is special interest in situations for which each component 2i of the equi- 
librium vector is positive. (For example, this might con respond to a nonvanishing 
of species. j 
The present paper IS concerned with sign patterns of A and b which, regardless 
of magnitudes of entries, guarantee the existence of an asymptotically stable equi- 
librium R such that 2i>O for all i. Any such sign pattern, any pair (A, b) that has 
such a sign pattern, and any such system k= Ax+ b is here called viable. 
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is to construct and characterize viable systems. Our methods are graph theoretic and 
our main results, though Co1myrlbarbu SW Jrubr, J ____ -L-+~J +m p+-+e ~+%I much insight into the structure 
of viable systems. In particular, they yield a recursive method for constructing all 
such systems out of simpler substructures, and form the basis of a recognition 
algorithm of time complexity 
O(n +number of nonzero entries of A). 
The organization of this paper is as follows: 
0 1. Background presents notation, definitions, and facts used later; explains the 
relationship between earlier related results and the results of this paper. 
9 2. Assignments and admissibility introduces a simple (but usefui) condition 
which guarantees the lack of positive sign solvability and which is therefore violated 
by each viable system. 
0 3. Elimiuation sf branches and 0 4. Singleton cores and straight cores define the 
simple structures that are the building blocks of viable systems. 
3 5. General cores shows how the building blocks must be assembled to form a 
viable system or, alternatively, how any viable system can be decomposed into 
simple building blocks. 
0 6. Viable systems summarizes the characterization f viable systems and outlines 
an efficient recognition algorithm based on this characterization. 
6 7. Applications to nonlinear systems some of results to 
nonlinear systems, the classical system. 
We indebted to Redheffer for helpful comments. 
1. Background 
Since we are concerned with sign patterns, it is natural to introduce an equivalence 
relation among matrices, writing P- Q if the matrices P= bu] and Q = [qij] have 
the same dimensions and sgnpii = sgn qij for all i, j. A square matrix is said to be 
St&e if each of its eigenvalues has negative real part. It is known that the linear 
system i = Ax + 6 has an asymptotically stable quilibrium if and only if A is stable. 
The matrix A is sign stable if each matrix C of A’s sign pattern (i.e., each C-A) 
is stable, and the Pair (A, b) is positive/” sign solvable if it is true for each (C, d) - 
(A,@ that the square matrix C is invertible and each component of the vector 
- C- 'd is positive. Plainly the pair (A, b) is viable if and only if A is sign stable 
and (A, 6) is positively sign solvable. As is described in the next few paragraphs, ign 
stability and positive sign solvability have been studied individually in some detail; 
we are concerned here with the conjunction of the two conditions. 
Sign stability is often discussed in terms of s(A), the signed digraph of the n x n 
matrix A. This has vertex set 4/‘= {1,2, .. . . ~1) and edge set E=PWN with positive 
edges P= ((i, j) : Qji>O} and negative c@es IV= ((i, j) : aji<O}. (Note that edges arc 
directed in accord with ecological rather than graph ‘=t!leoretic conventions. When A 
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is the community matrix of an ecosystem, aji represents he effect of species i on 
species j, hence is most naturally represented by an edge directed from vertex i to 
vertexj.) TO see that S(/l) is a natural tool for dealing with A’s sign pattern, note 
that c-14 if and oniy if S(C) =S(4). 
Paths and cycles are defined in the usual way; they are always simple and they 
follow the directed edges. The length of a path or cycle is its number of edges. A 
~-/xJUI or k-cycle is one that has k edges, and the distance from vertex i to vertex 
j, denoted ist(i9 j), is the smallest k for which there is a k-path from i to j or j to 
i. When there is a path from i to j and also a path from j to i, this establishes an 
equivalence relation between the two vertices; the equivalence classes for this 
relation induce subgraphs called strong components. We say that a path or cycle in 
S(A) is positive or negative according to whether it has an even or odd number of 
negative dges. When iO, i,, . . . , ik are the successive vertices, with ik =iO in the case 
of a cycle, this agrees with the sign of the product ai,il,aiZi, l **aikik , of matrix 
entries. 
Two distinct vertices i and j are neighbors if auaji # 0 (SO that both (j, i) and (i, j) 
are edges of S(A)), and a vertex i is self-limiting if aii< 0 (the cycle (i, i) is negative). 
Quirk and Ruppert [20] have shown that a square real matrix =4 is sign semistable 
(each eigenvalue of each C-A has real part 10) if and only if the signed digraph 
S(A) satisfies the following three conditions: 
((x) each l-cycle is negative (i.e., aiiS0 for all i); 
(8) each 2-Tycle is negative (i.e., ll?ijl?jiS 0 for all i * j); 
(y) there is no k-cycle for k~3 (i.e., ai,iOaiZi, l =+,,ili_ , =O for each choice of k 3 
distinct indices i09 il , . . . , ik _ 1). 
(Importance of some conditions related to (a) and (/3) was recognized by Volterra 
[26].) Any signed &graph satisfying these three conditions is here called semistabie. 
A complete set of criteria for sign stability c;vas given in [4] and 161, and shown 
in [ 131 to permit testing an n x n matrix A for sign stability in time 
Q(n+number of nonzero entries of A). 
AS reformulated in [7], the two new criteria are color tests, involving ways of 
coloring each vertex of S(A) either black or white according to the following rules. 
&coloring: 
(i) each self-limitmg vertex is black; 
(ii) no black vertex has exactly one white neighbor; 
(iii) each white vertex has at least one white neighbor. 
8-coking: 
(i) and (ii) same as above; 
(iii) no white vertex has a white neighbor. 
It is shown in [7] that the sign stable matrices are exactly those whose signed 
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digraphs are semistable and have all vertices black in each &coloring or e-coloring. 
(The &coloring and e-coloring are related respectively topure imaginary and to zero 
eigenvalues. If semistable s(A) admits a 6- (resp. e-) coloring in which some vertex 
is white, then some C-A has a purely imaginary (resp. zero) eigenvalue and the 
system 2= CX admits a positive trajectory that does not converge to the origin.) 
Positive sign solvability has been approached by means of the geometry of convex 
cones [151, [ 1 l]* and also graph-theoretically. A history is given by Maybee [181. The 
standard form of Basset, Maybee and Quirk [l] has played an important role, and 
a system in this form (Uii< 0 for all i) can be tested for positive sign soivability in 
time O(n2) by the methods of Manber [17], Hansen [3Q, and S. Maybee [19]. (See 
also [12], and see [8] and [9] for treatment of some related problems.) However, the 
operations used to bring a system into standard form seem to require at least 
#2 (number of nonzero entries of A) 
steps in the worst case, and while preserving sign solvability they may destroy sign 
stability. Thus they are not suitable for our main goal here, which is not only to 
develop an efficient algorithm for recognizing viable systems, but also io understand 
the structure of such systems and to find a recursive procedure for generating all. 
of them. (To do this, it might be possible to combine the results of [6] on sign 
stability with the recent approach of [lo] to positive sign solvability, for the latter 
bypasses the standard form and tests directly for positive sign solvability in time 
0(n2). However, the results of [IO] had not been discovered when the present 
paper was twritten.) In any case, our present approach does provide the desired 
insight into structure, and also seems asymptotically optimal from a computational 
standpoint, for it leads to an algorithm that tests (A,@ for viability in time 
O(n + number of nonzero entries of A). 
Before ending this introduction, we should mention the related work of Krikorian 
[14], dealing with stability in the Volterra model for 3-species predator-prey 
systems, and the considerable extensions of this work by Redheffer and Zhou [24], 
1251 and Redheffer and Walter [22], [23]. Graph-theoretic notions are involved in 
some of this work, though not as heavily as in the present paper. 
Some of the basic ideas used here can be traced to Volterra [26]. Furthermore, 
the recent work of Redheffer [21] on Volterra multipliers might provide another 
approach TV our results. However, we suspect hat, when all the facts and inter- 
relationships are finally sorted out, each method will be found to have made some 
contributions that are not readily available through the other methods. 
In this section we introduce additional definitions and ideas that are useful for 
establishing positive sign solvability. We discuss how to incorporate information 
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about the column vector b in the signed digraph, how to relate positive sign solva- 
biiity to checking that there is an edge of each sign going into every vertex, and how 
to break the problem for the whole graph down into separate problems for each 
strong component. 
Just as one considers the augmented matrix (P;q) in connection with the equation 
Px=~, we here introduce the notion of an augmented graph. As will become ap- 
parent, it is useful to consider the more general equation Ax+ b(r) + . . . + b(*) = Q. 
Let B = [&J be the n x m matrix whose columns are the vectors bI’), . . . , !I(“). Define 
the augmeni’edgraph S(A, B) = (V’, P’, N’) as follows. The augmented set of vertices 
V’= VU W is defined by creating new vertices IV= { Wij : bij #O}. The augmented 
edge set is defined by E’=P’UN’, where 
P’=PU {(Wijli): bij>O}, 
N’=NU((wij,i): bij<O). 
Thus, the augmented graph is formed by adding appropriately signed edges into 
each vertex i for which bij #O. (For instance, in Fig. 2 we obtain the augmented 
graph by adding new vertices wl, 1v3, ws, and We and edges proceeding from these 
vertices to vertices 1,3,5 and 6, respectively.) In the usual case where B is a column 
vector we shall denote the augmented graph by S(A, 6). 
Continuing with the equation Ax+ b(l) + l l l + c4(“) = 0, we next make a basic 
observation (also noted in [l 11). If x is a solution and each Xi>O, then each vertex 
i of S(A, B) has toth at least one positive and at least one negative dge coming into 
it, or else it has no edges at all. (The new vertices Wij satisfy the latter condition.) 
To formalize this notion let us call an n-vector y all of whose entries are f 1, - 1, 
or 0 an assignment. For any vertex i E V we say that assignment y is adrdissible for 
i if the set {airyr, ...,ainyn9 bil, . . . . binI} is all zero or contains at least one positive 
and one negative member. We say y is admissible if it is admissible at h for all i E V- 
Clearly, if for each i, Ey= I au+ + zy! , bij = 0, then sgn x must be an admissible 
assignment. Conversely, it is not hard to see that if y is any admissible assignment 
and x is any vector withy = sgn X, then we can find (C, 0) -(A, B) such that for each 
k zJ= 1 Cijxj + zy!. 1 dj=O. In fact, (C, D) can be chosen SO that the augmented 
matrices (A ;B) and (C;D) differ in at most one entry per row. Thus, a system is 
positively sign solvable iff its only admissible assignment is the vector _Y with Yi= 1 
for all iE V. In this case the sets we must check simplify to {air, •oo,a~“rbir, o..ybi,ll}; 
that is, there is an edge of each sign going into each vertex i, or no edges Z= CA. 
Finally, we show how the problem may be considered for one strong component 
of s(A, B) at a time. Let us say that vertex i is tr,ostream of vertex j (and j is do-w- 
stream of i) if there is a path from i to j, but not from j to i. This notion gener- 
alizes naturally to strong components of S(A, B). Note that the new vertices Wij 
representing the column vectors each constitute a strong component upstream of 
other parts of the graph. ln the ecosystem application energy fiows from upstream 
to downstream starting with the vertices representing the externa! energy inputs 
bi>O. 
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That a recognition procedure may similarly proceed 
stream components i suggested by the following result. 
from upstream to down- 
2.1. Lemma. Suppose SG is a strong component of S(A) (and thus of S(A, B) as 
well) and y is an assignment with y,, + 1 for some vertex v of LG. If y is admissible 
for all vertices of SG and upstream components, then (A, B) is not positively sign 
solvable. 
Proof. Suppose (A, B) is positively sign solvable. Relabel the vertices of V so that 
i<j whenever i is upstream from j. Then for any (C, D) - (A, B), the matrix of C 
in block form is lower triangular, and every principal minor of this block matrix 
must be nonsingular. Thus, every assignment admissible for all vertices of SG and 
upstream components has the uniquely determined restriction yj = 1 for each of 
those vertices. Cl 
This lemma justifies a sort of induction on the strong components of S(A). We 
start with the furthest upstream components and show that, if they are structured 
in certain ways, then yi = 1 is admissible for every vertex i of these components. 
Conversely, we show that if these same components are structured in other ways, 
then there is an assignment admissible on these vertices ‘with some y+ 1. In the 
inductive step we derive necessary and sufficient conditions for viability of a strong 
component, assuming that any edge (j, i) that it receives from an upstream com- 
ponent has sgn aijyj = sgn aij. It is sometimes useful to simplify the graph as we 
proceed, ignoring edges between vertices in upstream components for which positive 
sign solvability has already been established, while retaining the edges these com- 
ponents end to downstream vertices. Formally, we do this by treating the edges to 
downstream vertices as emanating from new vertices associated with a new column 
vector btk” - thus the allowance for multiple column vectors in the definitions 
above. 
The preceding 1emtn.a and definitions could be applied to any graph. 
In all that follows we assume that S(A) is semistable. Because of this assumption, 
it is possible (and convenient) o adopt the following conventions for the drawing 
of diagrams: 
(i) Each vertex i is indicated by a small circular disk (i.e., a ‘solid circle’), and to 
indicate that ail+0 a small ‘hollow circle’ is attached to the vertex, In view of the 
standing assumption of semistability, the presence of this 1 -cycle indicates ~Q<Q, 
SO there is no need to attach a minus sign unless emphasis is desired. In Fig. 3, 
certain vertices are permitted but not required to have attached l-cycles, and that 
is indicated by attaciiing a hollow circle with the label “ r0”. 
(ii) When i and j are distinct vertices uch that aijaji#O, then by semistability one 
of the two entries is negative and the other is positive. To indicate this, a single 
unbroken edge is drawn between i and j, and is directed to indicate positive effect 
(thus toward i if aij>O). 
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(iii) When aij#O = aji, that is indicated by a broken edge directed from j to i. It 
is to be understood that au> 0 if no sign is attached (or, for emphasis, a plus sign 
is attached), while aijC0 is indicated by attaching a minus sign to the broken edge. 
Pn Fig. 3, certain ‘one-way’ broken edges are labeled “ s 0” or “ 2 0” to indicate 
that they may be absent (in which case the ” = 0” applies), but if present are re- 
quired to have the indicated sign. 
3. Elimination of branches 
Define a branch based at u as a strongly connect-4 vertex inauced subgraph 
SB= (V’, fB, Ns) of S(A, b) with base u E V’ such that there is no edge in S(A, 6) 
from V- Ve to VB - (v}. A vertex of S(A, @ is an end vertex of a subgraph if it 
has exactly one neighbor in the subgraph. 
3.1. Lemma. If(A, b) is viable, then all end vertices of a branch other than the base 
vertex are self-limiting. 
Proof. Let i be the end vertex and x any solution of Ax+ b = 0. We cannot have 
exactly one element of the set { bj, ai1 x1, . . . , ai,,x, ) nonzero. Since bi = 0 for branch 
vertices other than the base vertex, but the element corresponding to i’s neighbor 
is nonzero, we must have aiiXi#O. cl 
3.2. Lemma. If (A, b) is viable, then every branch is outward positive. That is, there 
is no negative dge on any path from the base v to any other vertex i of a branch 
based at v. 
Proof. This is equivalent to showing that if i, Jo VB are neighbors and dist(i, v) > 
dist(j, v), then (j, i) is a positive edge (that is, aii>O). If i is an end vertex, this 
follows from admissibility at i, since aiixis 0 when (A, b) is viable. Suppose we 
have established the result for all vertices of VB whose distance from the base 
exceeds k= dist(v, i), and suppose i is not an end vertex. Since all two-cycles are 
negative, it follows that a,,<0 whenever m is a neighbor of i with dist(v, m)>k. 
Hence, all products aimxn, are negative, SO admissibility requires that aijxj>O for 
some neighbor j with dist(v, j)< k. But i has only one neighbor closer to v than 
itself, so the result is established. •s 
Accordingly, define a same sign branch as an outward positive branch in which 
all end vertices other than the base are self-limiting. 
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Example. See Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. Typical same sign branches. Each branch is drawn with the base node at the bottom. 
Tke next two lemmas are easily checked on the example. 
3.3. Lemma. There are no nontrivial E- or &colorings of a same sign branch. 
Proof. For r ranging from 
with dist(u, i) =z k. If i is an 
i is not an end vertex, then 
neighbors other than i are 
(ii). 0 
the diameter of & down to 0, let ie Ve be any vertex 
end vertex, then i is black by coloring condition (i). If 
it has a neighbor j further out. By induction all of j’s 
black, so i must also be b!ack by coloring condition 
3.4. Lemma. If Ss = ( VB, PB, N”) is a same sign branch of S(A, 6) with base v, and 
&f Ax+ b = 0, then sgrr xi = sgn xU for all i E V’. 
Proof. We let k range from the diameter of & down to 1 and establish that when- 
ever ie V’ with dist(i, v) = k has neighbor Jo V’ with dist(j, v) = k - 1, then sgn xi= 
sgn xi. It follows from admissibility at i that aiixi must have sign opposite to that 
of any nonzero element of {aiixi} U {aimxm : dist(m, V) = k + l}. Since aij is of 
opposi! c sign to any nonzero element of the corresponding set of coefficients 
{aiilu{airnE dist(nl, v) = k + 1)) it follows that xj must be of the same sign as 
SgIlXi=SgIlX,. III 
In the rest of this section it is shown how we can replace the same sign branches 
of a graph by self-limiting vertices while preserving the sign solvability and sign 
stability properties of the graph. 
Define the reduced system (A, l?) of a pair (A, b) as follows. Let (i,, l . . , ik) C V 
consist of those vertices which do not appear in same sign branches of S(A, b) 
together with the base vertices of all such branches. That is, 
{ il ,.*.,ik) = V-((VB, - (v&U l U(V&- (u,})), 
where 5’ l B,, . . . , Ss, are the same sign branches of S(A, 6). Let (jll . . . , jn _ k} denote 
the remaining vertices of V. For 1 sr,( k aitd for 1 ZGS= n -k the entries of the k x k 
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matrix A and the k x (n - k + 1) matrix B are given by the following: 
if i,~ i, or i, is not the base vertex of a same sign branch, 
if i, = i, is such a base vertex, 
if i, is not the base vertex of a same sign branch that includes jr, 
if i, is such a base vertex, 
Thus, the reduced system is formed by replacing all same sign branches with self- 
limiting vertices, and by reclassifying edges from the deleted vertices of each branch 
to any downstream vertex as edges in E’- E. 
3.5. Theorem. (A, 6) is viable iff the reduced system (A, l@ is viable. 
Proof. Neither adding nor removing a same sign branch creates positive cycles or 
k-cycles for kr 3 if none exist before. In either a &coloring or an e-coloring both 
the same sign branch and the self-limiting vertex which replaces it constitute black 
blocks with the same set of neighbors. Thus A is sign stable iff A is. 
To deal with positive sign solvability we check that y is an admissible assignment 
for (A, b) iff jj is an admissible assignment for (A, & where we obtain jj from y by 
setting j+ui,, and we extend jj to y by requiring that yj =fr if j is part of a same 
sign branch based at i,. Note that if either (A, b) or (A, B) is positively sign sol- 
vable, all entries of both y and 9 must be 9. Thus, mutual admissibility follows from 
the equality of the two sets of coefficients 
Checking the branches of a graph and reducing it may be done by efficient 
algorithms. Let us suppose that the: graph is presented in terms of adjacency lists. 
First, we preprocess the adjacency lists in time proportional to the number of edges 
in the graph to obtain the lists NEIGHBOR(U), the neighbors of O, and INPUT(U)= 
{WE V': (w, U) E E’, but (u, W) $ E’}. kI standard search algorithm can then be 
adapted to find all branches and base vertices of S(A, b) in time proportion -1 to the 
number of two-way edges. Given any base vertex, we can then eliminate the attached 
branch while checking it for outward positivity and self-limiting end vertices in time 
proportional to the number of vertices in the branch. The procedures of finding, 
checking, and eliminating branches can all be performed in time O(n) for szmistable 
graphs. 
Thus we have reduced the question of viability of (A, b) to determining the via- 
bility of a system (A9 @ whose graph is branchless. e will refer to the strong 
components of a branchless semistable graph S(A) as *lc In succeeding sections 
we characterize the structure of cores of viable syste 
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4. 
We first consider the case of 1 
vertex. 
Singleton cores and straight cores 
a strong component of S(A) consisting of a singie 
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4.1. Lemma. If (A, b) is viable, then every singleton core is self-limiting and receives 
at least one positive and no negative dges from upstream components in S(A, b). 
Proof. By part (i) of the coloring conditions the vertex of the core must be colored 
black iff it is self-limiting. For the other conditions let v be the self-limiting vertex 
of a singleton core and suppose admissible assignment y ha? yi = 1 for all i up- 
stream of v. Then by Lemma 2.1 admissibility at v must determine yU = 1, which is 
the case only if the core receives positive but no negative dges from upstream 
components. q 




Fig. 2. A viable system with all singleton components. 
Now suppose we have a core that is not a singleton. The simplest case is a core 
that is all on one path. 
A straight chain with bottom v and top w is a strongly connected vertex induced 
subgraph SC = ( Vc, PC, NC) of S(A, 6) with at least wo vertices v, w E V& such that 
I+ is the set of vertices of the path from v to w, there exist edges from V- VC to 
v and w, and for all k V c- {u} the path from v to i is positive. We refer to a 
strong component consisting of a straight chain as a straight core. Note that straight 
chains differ from branches in that there are external edges (edges from I”- VC to 
Q) to both top and bottom, as well as, perhaps, to intermediate vertices (vertices 
in VC- (v, w)). 
pie. See Fig. 3. 
The following two lemmas are immediate consequences of the admissibility cri- 
teria applied to straight chains. 
. Suppose &y== t, I+, PC, NC) is a straight chain with bottom u and top 
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dist(u, w) is even dist(u, w) is odd 
Fig. 3. The two straight chain subgraphs which occur in cores of viable systems. In the even case the tog 
vertex must be self-limiting. 
w, and y is an assignment with yi = 1, for i E V& Then y is admissible for Vc iff 
(1) there is a positive external edge to U, and 
(2) w is self-limiting or there is a negative xternal edge to w. 
Proof. Let the vertex set V, = { iO, il, . . . , im} where dist(o, ik) = k. (Thus i0 = v, 
im = w.) Then y is always admissible at intermediate vertices i,, *. . , im __ 1 because 
Qikik-, I&-~ ye >O and aikik+, yik+, c 0. For v and w one inequality will hold. Conditions 
(1) and (2) are equivalent o the other inequality needed for v and w. q 
4.3. Lemma. Suppose S(A, b) contains a straight chain SC= ( Vc, PC, Nc) with 
bottom v and top w. Let S’(A, b) be obtained from S(A, b) by deleting one or more 
one-cycles or external edges to Vc, and suppose y is an admissible assignment for 
S’(A,b) with yi#O, is Vc. Then y is admissible for S(A, b) also. 
Proof. Each of the sets {hi, ailyl, . . . , ai,U,), i E Vc, contains a nonzero element. 
Since y is admissible for S’(A, b), each set must contain at least one positive and one 
negative member - a property retained when deleted edges are added back to the 
graph. cl 
The remainder of this section is devoted to establishing necessary and sufficient 
conditions for straight cores of viable systems. The conditions of the following 
lemmas may be clarified by checking them against the example above in Fig. 3. 
ma. Suppose S(A, 8) contains a straight core SC= ( Vc, PC, Nc) with 
bottom v and top w satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.2 as well as the following. 
(11) If k V, and dist(i, v) is odd, there is no positive external edge to i. 
(2) If iE Vc and dist(i, v) is even, there is no negative xternal edge to i. 
(3) If i E Vc - ( w) and dist(i, v) is even, i is not self-limiting. 
If y is an admissible assignment for S(A, b) with yi == 1 for ah i upstream of SC, then 
y, = 1 J or all i E Vc as well. 
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Proof. Conditions (2) and (3) imply that the only possible negative product in the 
set {bi,,ai,*Yl,...9 QipY”) when k is even is aikik+ ,yik+! l Thus, admissibility at each 
succeeding vertex ik with k even requires _JJik+, = 1. If dist(u, w) = na is odd, then 
admissibility at the odd vertices im, im _ 2, im _ 4, . l . , il similarly requires yi,,, _, = 
Y* c . . . lttt - 3 =Yio = 1 by condition (1). If m is even, admissibility at the top vertex 
itn requires ui,, = 1. It is then the case that admissibility at the odd vertices 
. . 
bn- IAl-3, . . . , i, requires yi,, _* =Yi,rt_q = l ** =yiO = 1 as before. Cl 
Note that conditions (l)-(3) do not guarantee that the straight core will be sign 
stable. If a straight core satisfies them, then in every &-coloring all its vertices must 
be black. But if dist(u, w) is odd, neither w nor u is self-limiting, and the distance 
between any two self-limiting vertices of the core always exceeds two, then a non- 
trivial e-coloring exists. 
The necessity of (l)-(3) is established in the following. 
4.5. Lemma. Suppose S(A, b) contains a sfraighf core SC= ( VC, PC, NC) with 
bottom v and fop w satisfying the conditions of Lemma 4.2, and S(A, b) is viable. 
Then SC musf satisfy condifions (l)-(3) of Lemma 4.4 above. 
Proof. Suppose one of the conditions (l)-(3) is violated. Then in each case we find 
an assignment y with some yi= - 1 which is admissible for SC and upstream com- 
ponents, contradicting viability by Lemma 2.1. In each case we may first use Lemma 
4.3 to simplify SC before finding the assignment. 
(0) Special case. Suppose dist(v, w) = m is even and there is a negative xternal 
edge to w. Remove all other external edges to Vc except for one positive edge to 
v, and remove all negative one-cycles in V,. We assume yi= 1 if i Js upstream from 
V. Let yi =(- l)lfr. This assignment is admissible on VC and thus extends to an 
admizibie assignment on V. Since such an assignment is nowhere-zero, the con- 
ditions of Lemma 4.3 are met and the assignment is also admissible for the un- 
simplified graph, contradicting viability. In what follows, therefore, we may always 
assume that if nz is even, then the top vertex is self-limiting and receives no negative 
external edge. 
(1) Simplify SC by removing all external edges except one to v, one to w, and one 
offending positive external edge to ik, for some odd k. Also remove all negative 
one-cycles except at w. Let 
Yi, = I 
(- l)‘+r if k<rrm, 
Cd-1 otherwise. 
One may check that this assignment is admissible on V& 
(2) Simplify SC as in (1) except hat the offending external edge is now negative 
and k is even. In this case the admissible assignment is
i 
(- I)’ if k<r=m, 
ui,== + 1 otherwise. 
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(3) Simplify SC as in (2) except hat the vertex ik has a negative one-cycle instead 
of a negative xternal edge. The same assignment as in (2) is admissible. q 
The following example shows how to create viable cores by fusing straight chains. 
Example. See Fig. 4. 
Fig. 4. Fusion of two straight chains to form a general core. 
A general core S G = (V& PG, I&) may be regarded as the result of fusing straight 
chains and singletons whenever its vertex set is the disjoint union of the vertex sets 
of the straight chains and singletons. In such a case the sufficient conditions of 
section 4 carry over to the fused core. These conditions are restated here for clarity. 
We say that a general core So satisfies the general solvability conditions if its 
vertex set Vo= Vr U V&J l a- W Vr, where V$7 Vj = 0 if i #j, and each Vk satisfies the 
following. 
(a) If vk contains a single vertex ok, then ok is self-limiting and receives at least 
one positive and no negative dges. 
(b) If vk contains more than one vertex, then vk is the vertex set of a straight 
chain with top wk and bottom vk such that 
(1) ok receives at least one positive and no negative dges; 
(2) if dist&, wk) is even, wk is self-limiting; 
(3) if iE vk and dist(i, ok) is odd, i receives no positive external edge; 
(4) if k vk and dist(i, ok) is even, i receives no negative xternal edge; 
(5) if iE vk - { wk) and dist(i, vk) is even, i is not self-limiting. 
ditions. Then 
Suppose very core of W, b) satisfies 
the system is positively sign solvuble. 
the general solv6.75iclty con- 
roof. We have VC= Vr U V$J l .* U r/r as above. Let y be any admissible assign- 
ment and consider the set U= {i E V: yi * 9 >. Given any iO E tI we find an i, E U and 
a path from some i, to iO as follows. 5 If b’k = (io) , then by admissibility 
for iO, yi,Z 1 implies that some yi, $1 where (iI, iO) is positive. Qn the other hand, 
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if Vk is a straight chain and dist(&, uk) is odd, we must have yi, # 1 where ir is the 
self-limiting neighbor below iO in the straight chain - in which case (ir, iO) is positive 
- or where ir is another neighbor of this neighbor. If dist(iO, vk) is even and i. = IQ, 
then iI Is a neighbor of i. and (il, io) is again positive. Finally, if dist(ie, v~) is even 
and i. is not the top, then i, is a neighbor of the neighbor vertex above io. In each 
case dist(i,, io) = 2 or (i,, io) is positive. 
Similarly, given il E U we find i2 E U such that there is a path from i2 to i,, and 
so on. Since UC V’ we must eventually obtain is = i,, r c s. This gives rise to a cycle 
involving the vertices i, and is which is either positive or of length greater than two, 
violating the semistability of s(A9 @. Hence, U= 0. 
Ihe admissibility of the all-one assignment is a consequence of Lemmas 4.1 
and 4.2. Cl 
The process opposite to fusing straight chains and singletons is to disconnect a
general core into them. A procedure for doing this is given by the following 
algorithm. 
Algorithm DISCONNECT 
Input. A general core S G = (Vo, Po, No) with edges given by adjacency lists 
Output. A partition of Vo into Vr, Vz, .Oa 9 6 each of which is a singleton or the 
vertex set of a straight chain 
begin 
k: =O; 
while there exists unmarked VE Vo do 
begin 
increment k; 
let v E VG be an unmarked vertex such that k= 1 or 
dist(v, u{ q:jck))= 1; 
findchain (v, k); 
mark V’ 
end 
procedure findchain (u, k) 





while there ejiists unmarked w such that (wk, w) E& 
o wk: ==w, k/, ’ = v,u(btr}; 
ok: “0; 
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while there exists unmarked w such that (IV, Q) E PG 
do ok: =Mt, a/k: = v,u{w}; 
end 
5.2. Lemma. The algorithm DISCONNECT applied to a general core SC = ( VG, PG, NG) 
partitions VG into V,, V2, . . . , li r in time O(I Vc I) such that 
(i) each Vk is maxima/ in the sense that if j* k, then Vk U Vj is not the vertex set 
of a straight chain; 
(ii) each Vk is either the vertex set of a straight chain or a singleton containing 
an end vertex of SG. 
Proof. First, note that the algorithm certainly partitions Vc into maximal 
h 9*--9 Vr. Suppose that vk = {i} is a singleton. If i is not an end vertex, then there 
exist distinct u, w E VG such that dist(i, v) = dist(i, IV) = 1. Since k;i is maximal, both 
u and w must be marked vertices when vk is found. But if u and w are elements 
of straight chains found before vk, semistability is violated. So i must be an end 
vertex. 
The time complexity of the algorithm is established as follows. At worst, the 
procedure findchain examines each neighbor of each vertex in vk. Thus the total 
time used by this part of the algorithm is O(lPG I+ I NGI). Marking each vertex of 
V) 9 l --9 Vr requires O(l VG I) steps. Finally, the algorithm can be implemented sothat 
the unmarked vertex u can be found in constant time by using a doubly linked list 
to keep track of eligible vertices. This list is updated to add unmarked neighbors 
of new chains and remove marked vertices. Since I& I= 1 NG I= 1 VG I - 1, we have 
O(l VG I) time for the whole algorithm. 0 
Note that the vertex set usually can be partitioned in more than one way. It is 
expected that any implementation f the algorithm would result in a partition that 
depends upon the labelling of vertices. 
The desired necessary condition for general cores is given in the following lemma. 
5.3. Lemma. If (A, 6) is viable and SC is any core of S(A, b), then SG satisfies the 
general solvability conditions. 
Proof. Apply DISCONNECT to V, to obtain V,, V2, .. . , V,. Using Lemmas 4.2 and 
4.3 then simplify SG to SG# so that for each vk 
(i) every bottom ok receives only one positive external edge; 
(ii) every top wk recei*?les only one external edge; 
(iii) no vertices are self-limiting other than tops wk and singletons wk = ok. 
We will refer to the components of SGt as subcomponents to distinguish them frorll 
components of the original graph. 
First, let us dispose of the singleton subcomponents. l3y Lemma 5.2(ii) each 
singleton subcomponent vk = {i} will have exactly one edge to i from some other 
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subcomponent and no edges from i to any other subcomponent. Thus the reasoning 
of Lemma 4.1 applies, establishing general solvability condition (a). 
The remaining subcomponents of SGR are all straight chains. Thus the assign- 
ments used in the proof of Lemma 4.5 again show that edges to the top of each 
straight chain must satisfy part (b) of the general solvability conditions. In arguing 
that each of these assignments for the subcomponents is also admissible for the 
original general core, we must take care that each nowhere-zero assignment for a 
given subcomponent extends to a nowhere-zero assignment on downstream sub- 
components, allowing us to invoke Lemma 4.3. This follows from the fact that in 
Scl each yi=yj, where i is an odd [even] vertex of a straight chain in So’ and j is 
the vertex such that there is an external edge fromj to the bottom [respectively, top] 
of the straight chain containing i.
NOW suppose SC contains an offending edge u, i) where vertex i is not a single- 
ton subcomponent or the top of a straight chain. Add (j,i) to SGt. If ScP does not 
contain (i, j), then the reasoning of the previous paragraph applies, and we may 
again use the assignments of the proof of Lemma 4.5 to obtain a contradiction. On 
the other hand if u, i) fuses two straight chains S, and S2, where i is a vertex of S, 
and j of Sz, we may apply these assignments toS, and the all-one assignment to S2 
because ach of these assignments leaves yi= + 1. In either case we obtain a 
nowhere-zero assignment on SGg other than the all-one assignment, leading to a 
contradiction. Cl 
Since the proof of this lemma depends upon a particular method of disconnecting 
the general core, it only demonstrates the existence of a single disconnection i to 
subcomponents obeying conditions (a) and (bj(lj-(5). In fact, one may verify that 
every disconnection of a viable core will also result in subcomponents satisfying 
these conditions, provided that the disconnection requires straight chains to be 
maximal with respect to vertex inclusion. For, given any two such disconnections, 
the even distance vertices of one are the even distance vertices of the other, and so 
on. On the other hand, if the maximality provision is not observed, one may find 
disconnections which violate the general solvability conditions, such as discon- 
nection of a straight core into two straight chains. 
6. Viable systems 
We may summarize the results of the preceding sections as follows. 
6.1. Theorem. A system (A, b) is viable if aRd only if 
(i) the system is sign stable; 
(ii) every branch of the augmented graph S(A, 6) is a same sign branch; 
(iii) every core in the graph S(A, B) of the corresponding reduced system satisfies 
the general solvability conditions. 
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To determine whether agiven system (4, b) is viable, we follow a procedure with 
similar steps: 
(i) Test for sign stability using the algorithm in [ 131, which can be carried out 
in time O(l V I+ IEI) for suitably presented systems. 
(ii) Check the branches of S(A, b) while forming the reduced system s(A’, fi) as 
outlined in Section 3 above - an O(l VI + IEI) procedure. 
(iii) Finally, use the standard algorithms to partition S(A, @ into strong compo- 
nents, then DISCONNECT each of these cores, and check the sign of every edge to 
every vertex of every subcomponent, in times O(l VI), O(l VI), and 0( IEI), respec- 
tively. 
Thus, the entire recognition procedure can be carried out in 0( I VI + IEI) steps. 
An alternative to steps (ii) and (iii) is to transform the system into a standard form 
and apply algorithms for recognizing positive sign solvability in the absence of sign 
stability. Manber [17] shows that for any matrix A with negative diagonal and for 
any column vector b> 0, the system Ax+ b = 0 is positively sign solvable if and 
only if 
(i) all cycles in S(A, 6) are negative; 
(ii) all paths from wi to u are positive, where Wi E w and u E V; 
(iii) to every u E V there exists a path from some WiE W. 
If A does not have a negative diagonal, we first transform the augmented matrix 
(A ; b) using operations that preserve sign solvability, including interchanging 
columns and reversing the signs of rows. Manber also shows that transforming a
system, then applying the criteria for positive sign solvability, can be carried out in 
owl IElI steps. 
Although there is no asymptotic advantage in applying the general algorithm for 
positive sign solvability to sign stable matrices, the underlying criteria may be used 
to give an alternate proof of the sufficiency of conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 6.1. 
For suppose semistable (A, b) satisfies conditions (ii) and (iii). Relabel the vertices 
so that i< j if i is upstream of j in S(J$ N, or if the subcomponent containing i is 
upstream of the subcomponent containing j in any simplification SGf of a core & 
of &ii, B) as in the proof of Lemma 5.3, or if i, je V’ and dist(i, vk) <dist(j, vk), or 
if i, jts V’ and i is closer to the base vertex. We then transform (A; b) as follows. 
Taking vertices in order, if ik is the top vertex of a straight chain subcomponent or 
an end vertex of a same sign branch, do nothing to the augmented matrix and 
increment k by one. Otherwise, interchange columns ik and jk+ I of the augmented 
matrix, then multiply row ik + B by - 1 and increment k by two. One may verify 
that after this is carried out for Ik = 1 to n, the resulting system will have coefficient 
matrix with negative diagonal, and will satisfy the conditions for positive sign sol- 
vability. 
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7. Applications to nonlinear sgskms 
Let 
R~={x=(x,,.,., x&p0 for all i)l 
the open positive orthant of n-space. In this section, we first consider the locu! 
asymptotic stability of the heteronomous nonlinear system 
ati =gj(l, X) ( i UdXj + bj > (1 r&n) j=l (1) 
under the following assumptions: 
A is sign-stable and -A - ‘b E RF (bsz conditions are satisfied whenever (A, @ 
is viable); 
each of the functions gi : [O, oe[ x JR: + 10, oo[ is continuous; 
the gi satisfy certain asymptotic onditions. 
We then consider the autonomous Volterra dynamica! system 
that arises from (1) when gi(x, I)=x~ for all i. For this we are able to obtain a 
gM& stability theorem by requiring that A is sign-stable, - A- ‘6 E Rz, and the di- 
graph S(A) has only one strong component. (An earlier version of this paper u .aim- 
ed a global theorem for (2) without restricting the number of strong components. 
We are indebted to Ray Redheffer for pointing out an error in the ‘prtiof of that 
result.) 
roof. Let a new system state vector z be defined as zi = xi - $. This leads to the 
new system ii= CT= , atizjgi(t, 9 + z) or equivalently i = Cz + D(t) +J(f, z), where the 
matrices C and D(t) have entries 
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~o=gi(Q,f)au and do(t)=(gi(t,.Q-gi(Qi))aG 
and where the vector function f is given by 
~(t,z)=(gi(t,~+2)-gi(t,~)) ( > i aijzj . j=l 
Since gi(O,g)>O, C has the same sign pattern as A and so is stable. By the limit 
hypothesis on e,(t). lim,,, D(t) =O. From the existence of bounds for o, E, there 
exists e>O and acoo such that Qt)<a for all ~E[O,Q~[. Then for Itl<‘E, using 
the supremum norm we have ~f(t,z)flsczt[Al UtU. From the continuity of the func- 
tions gi it is clear that making z(O) small also makes i(0) smaI1. It therefore foilows 
from Theorem III of Levinson [16] (see also Cesari [2, pp. 92-931) that if a11 eigen- 
values of C have negative real parts, then the equilibrium z=0 of the new system 
and hence also the equilibrium x=R of (2) are asymptotically stable. Cl 
Theorem 7.1 can be extended by using the full strength of Levinson’s Theorem 
III to cover certain cases in which the g{s are functions of &, . . . &+ as well as of 
t and X. Also Theorem 7.1 has the following immediate corollaries. 
7.2. Corollary. If (A, 6) is viable and 12 Ir . . . , h, we positive continuous functions 
on IRY, then $or the system 
ki=hi(X) 
the equilibrium R= - A - ‘b is asymptotically stable. 
X3. Corollary. If (A, b) is viable and f is a positive continuous function on [0, =[ 
such that f (t ) *f (0) as t + 00, then for the system 
k=f(t)(il a,+j+bi), 
the equilibrium Z= - A- lb is asymptotically stable. 
It will be instructive for the reader to compare the above Theorem 7.1 with 
Theorem 2 of Redheffer and Walter [23]. The detailed assumptions on the form of 
+ho elctmm are Aiffprpnt Cal- “J YCIC**& U1” U.L 1”. r.rs, but the most important difference is that [231’s theorem 
obtains global stability while Theorem 7.1 claims only locai asymptotic stability. We 
turn now to our global result concerning the Volterra system (2). See [5] for related 
results on Volterra systems in which many strong components are perrr ?ted but 
aii< 0 is required for all i. 
7. . Suppose thnt the matrix is sign stable, that -A - ‘6 E IRT, and that 
the digraph S(A) has only one strong component. 
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Then the constant trajectory R = - A- ‘b is in the folIowing sense a global attrac- 
tor for ail the trajectories x : [O, =[ + IR” of (2) that start in the positive orthant 
(i.e., x(O) E IT?:): 
(i) x(t) E IRO for all t 2 0; 
(ii) x(t)+2 as t+O; 
(iii) for each e > 0 there is a 6(e) > 0 such that if 11x(O) - S/l< 6(e), then 11x(t) - ...I < e 
Jar al/ tz0. 
Proof. As is shown in [6] and [7], the sign stability of A guarantees the existence 
of positive numbers li such that 
&a,& + Ajaj#i = 0 whenever i # j and agaji< 0. 
After first rewriting the Yolterra system as 
iti=Xi i a&Xj_2j), 
j=l 
we consider the Lyapunov function II defined as follows in IR:: 
(With the aid of a change in variabies, one could use a simpler Lyapunov function 
as in [25], [14] and [24].) 
The global minimum of /I (x) is 0, attained uniquely at x = R. Along any fixed but 
arbitral y trajectory x(t ), 
Qx(t)) = i h-iori(r) --&I2 so_ 
i=l xi 
Consideration of this inequality and the level statue of II leads directly to the conclu- 
sion that if a trajectory starts in IR: then it cannot approach the boundary of I?: 
(thus (i) holds), and that the trajectory can be forced to stay within e of Z? by requir- 
ing that it start sufficiently close to 2 (thus (iii) holds). 
It remains to establish (ii), and to do this we first show that if 2 is any trajectory 
that starts in IRf and lies in a level set of /1, then k=f (i.e., fi(t)=Z for a!! i and 
for all tzO),, 
Start by coloring black each vertex i for which Zisgi. Since each summand in 
the expression for &Z(t)) is nonpositive, the assumption that /i = 0 along the trajec- 
tory R implies that Zisfi whenever aii< 0; such values of i _ mrica hrr the cian CtqhiQy w.J .I&” v.prr v.-.9-r 
of A. Also, if the vertex i is black, then i cannot have a unique nonblack neighbor 
j, since for such a j we would have 
Now consider the undirected graph C(A) whose vertex set is ( 1, . . . , or} and whose 
edge set csnsisas of ;;111 pairs (i, j} of distinct vertices uch that WijQj/+O. The ver- 
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tices that have not yet been colored occur in blocks corresponding to the com- 
ponents of the graph that is obtained from G(A) by deleting all black vertices. When 
such a block consists of a single vertex, color that vertex yellow, and when it consists 
of more than one vertex color those vertices biue. Notice that yellow vertices cor- 
respond to constant components of R, while blue vertices that are end vertices of 
their blocks must correspond to nonconstant components of 2. Finally, nctice that 
any black vertex connected to a blue vertex must be connected to at least one other 
blue vertex. 
It is straightforward to verify that recoloring all blue vertices white and all yellow 
vertices black produces a S-coloring, which contradicts the sign stability of ,4 if 
there were any blue vertices. Hence there were no blue vertices. Hence there were 
no blue vertices. Using this fact, we can verify that recoloring all yellow vertices 
white yields an &-coloring, which contradicts sign stability if there were any yellow 
vertices. Hence all vertices were colored black in the initial coloring, and it follows 
that the constant trajectory 2 given by Z=f is the only one that lies in a level set 
of/i. 
Now consider an arbitary positive trajectory X of (2), with initial state x0= 
R(O)E II?!. Since A@(t)) is a continuous, nonnegative, nonincreasing function of t, 
A@(t)) tends to a nonnegative limit L as t + OK. The positive trajectory x lies in the 
compact set {xER~:A(x)~A(x~)], and hence tiie same is true of the trajectory’s 
positive limit set W. In fact, 
To complete the proof, we show that o is just the singleton (a}. 
Consider an arbitary point Y~ECC), and let j denote the positive trajectory of (2) 
that starts at y. when t=O. By the definition of o, y. is the limit of a sequence 
W,)A@, l *= for some increasing sequence of ti’s converging to 00. But then, by 
autonomy in conjunction with the fact that solutions of (2) depend continuously on 
initial conditions, it is true for each I 16 tE ,at y(t) is the limit of the sequence 
x(t+t,),x(t+tz) ,... . Hence y(t) E co for each t 10, so the trajectory y lies in a level 
set of A and it follows from the preceding discussion that y’=Z. Cl 
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